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In When the Movies Mattered Jonathan Kirshner and Jon Lewis gath-
er a remarkable collection of authors to revisit the unique era in 
American cinema that was New Hollywood. Ten eminent contrib-
utors, some of whom wrote about the New Hollywood movement 
as it unfolded across the 1960s and 1970s, assess the convergence 
of film-industry developments and momentous social and political 
changes that created a new type of commercial film that reflected 
those revolutionary influences in American life. 

 Even as New Hollywood first took shape, film industry insiders 
and commentators alike realized its significance. At the time, Pau-
line Kael compared the New Hollywood to the “tangled, bitter flow-
ering of American letters in the 1850s” and David Thomson dubbed 
the era “the decade when movies mattered.” Thomson’s words pro-
vide the impetus for this volume in which a cohort of seasoned film 
critics and scholars who came of age watching the movies of this 
era reflect upon and reconsider this golden age in American film-
making.

Jonathan Kirshner is Professor in the Department of Political Sci-
ence at Boston College and the author of numerous books, includ-
ing Hollywood’s Last Golden Age.

Jon Lewis is the Distinguished Professor of Film Studies and Uni-
versity Honors College Eminent Professor at Oregon State Uni-
versity and the author of Hard-Boiled Hollywood, and several other 
books on film.

“Jonathan Kirshner and Jon Lewis’ book is 
a work of high quality and should become 
required reading for undergraduate Film 
Studies courses.”

—Julie Lobalzo Wright, University of Wawrick, 
author of Crossover Stardom

“When the Movies Mattered is a compelling 
collection that will both enrich and challenge 
the general conception of the turbulent, end-
lessly fascinating New Hollywood era.”

—Tom Schatz, University of Texas, Austin, 
author of Boom and Bust
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